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About This Content

The dramatic stylings of FX Bilodeau, composed for The Shrouded Isle. Cello played by Camille Frappier-Fortin and piano by
Louise Francoeur.

Track list:
1. Sacrificial Overture (40s)

2. Scorned Anew (2:34)
3. Skyclad Faith (4:35)

4. Lethargic Deosil (5:20)
5. Duetarium (5:02)

6. Rite of Ostara (6:15)
7. Dawning Down the Madness (5:44)

8. Chernobog of the Fall (5:56)
9. Lingam Pentacle (5:49)

Total running time: 41 minutes.
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the shrouded isle soundtrack

The gameplay is great. Well i bought the season pass that's why I checked the box so ughm what do I say it's fun? spoopy?
funny? idk plz help me ;-;. Short but sweet. Only buy if it's on a sale.. I know the guy who made this. This game was all him, and
I have to say, he did a bang-up job making it onto Steam!

If you're reading this, "Xivek", Liam says hey.. \u043d\u0435
\u0437\u0430\u043f\u0443\u0441\u043a\u0430\u0435\u0442\u0441\u044f, \u0432\u0438\u0441\u0438\u0442
\u0434\u0438\u0430\u043b\u043e\u0433 \u0441 \u043e\u0448\u0438\u0431\u043a\u043e\u0439. how do u get a refund. 8\/10
"Pure pixel blood katana action."
Akane is a top-down high score hack'n'slash, on one small map. Everything in this game has so much potential, so PLZ make
e.g. another RUINER out of this!!!

Pros:
+ great setting
+ great art\/pixel style
+ very good controls
+ good sound\/music
+ good gameplay
+ little (small) gem
+ fair price tag

Cons:
- only one map
- corpses & blood vanish

Verdict:
Kill kill kill, die, repaet.. I really, really like it. Attaching one fuse after another works well but it can take some time to
set up a complex show. Now with the addition of being able to save and load your setup and the new fireworks it's
much better. Other than that very nice graphics, great sandbox and the best fireworks experince out there. Very helpful
developers. The only issue I have now is that cake fireworks seem to misfire a little too easily. If there even within a
foot of each other or any object they can start shooting erratically. If that gets better it'll be all good. I love Pyro VR.
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I thoroughly enjoyed playing Memoranda. It reminded me of the point-and-click adventures from several years ago. Finishing
the game prompted me to read some of the short stories by Haruki Murakami.. Barring the voice of the anouncer is the real
chalenge of this game.. Nostalgia game of Bomberman from 2006 on psp :P

the knocking shuld be disabled but still amazing game :D LOVE IT!!!. The game is so sluggish its unplayable.

Arefund would be great.

Cheers.. Fun and addictive! Great pace and the level and rank system gives you some real incentive to keep playing.
The only problem I have is that 727 that just went up underneath us... it haunts me... Is it behind us? Should I just "tallyho" and
let go? I don't know if I can.... This game was cheap but I was pretty disappointed. Sooo much dialogue and cut scenes and so
little actual game play. It was not what I was looking for despite all the good reviews.. Wunderdoktor is a game that has
similarities to Paper's Please but also has a unique twist. It was a pretty fun game at first, but it got stale after awhile. A short
game, slightly-differing mechanics and a decent storyline (and a heartwarming companion) kept my attention.

The game was okay. Though personally, I really hoped that it would have been better. Overall, I kinda enjoyed this game.
Recommended to buy for a somewhat interetsing experience and adventure. 6/10.

Pros:
- Eccentric yet interesting art style
- Storyline is pretty ok
- Has hilarious clams and tiny little worms :3
- The game explores a different genre from the mainstream

Hit & Miss:
- Soundtrack suits the theme but could be better

Cons:
- Extremely short, 2hr game
- Gameplay gets stale after awhile. A mediocre puzzle game made interesting by the inclusion of cats. They help to give it a bit
of personality and essentially a reason to play if you needed one. As puzzle games go, it is reasonable fun, although it can be
tricky to finish some levels, leaving you feeling frustrated. That is because it is difficult to visualise how the trains of cats will
travel across large maps, and you may have to resort to a bit of trial and error to get by.. Lotta Blood, what's more to want?

Legendary Edition finally provides the Teams we've been waiting for since the release of the game.
Ogres, Halflings, Goblins, what's Bloodbowl without the ridiculousness?

Big plusses are definitely the new races, the individual team builder, the new leaque options (although there's not a feature to get
AI teams in your Leaque like it was advertised, so a minor minus) and the mixed races. Allstar Team might be funny for a few
matches, but it's not something i'd do regularly. The new Stadium is also pretty good-looking and ideal for more south-of-the-
hemisphere-teams.

Minuses were the AI, which didn't change at all and still isn't comparable to human players - which prohably won't ever change
now that the Final DLC has been released. Also, as mentioned above the AI-Mulitplayer feature is either hidden very well or
simply not existant. It could have been more than one Stadium, to be honest.

All it's a nice DLC especially for Multiplayer, but the noob-AI still won't make you binge-play it on solo.. Being able to place
and angle each gun on your ship is a lot of fun to mess around with.
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